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Marko Tadić, We used to call it moon 2, 2011



The Laura Bulian Gallery is pleased
to announce the first solo show in Italy of the
young Croatian artist Marko Tadić (Sisak, 1979)
entitled Imagine a Moving Image, a major retro-
spective of his work so far.

Going back to modernist and socialist
utopia, Tadić’s vision of the world is expressed
in a miniaturized state. It is not so much a
world made of items as one of machines that
have illustrated them or through which they
have appeared: cinema, museums, displays, po-
stcards etc. Exhibition models, small screens,
stage equipment and animation videos are just
some of the micro-devices engaged in Tadić’s
work. It is as if all these facets of organized and
institutionalized viewing, having left history be-
hind, have been returned to their original state
of innocence. Now they accompany us as docile
daily tools and utensils, we do not know whether
they remind us of loss (witnesses of disillusion-
ment) or if they are set to begin a new game as
bearers of fresh mystery (new enchantment).  

The relationship between static and
animated images is the topic of a series of col-
lages and drawings entitled Imagine a Moving
Image (2013), that examines various aspects of
cinematic procedures. 

Accumulation of the images from below
(2013/2014) revisits the remnants of the heritage
of modernism, and in particular that in Yugosla-
via; the approach is neither an academic, historical
nor theoretical perspective, and it is devoid of any
fetishistic nostalgia. Considering the past as a “fo-
reign land”, this series (and the related work Table
of Contents (2015/2016) that employs modernist-
like exhibition displays and smaller models)
looks back at the record of the local modernist
condition. Marko Tadić de- and re-constructs a
modernist vocabulary from a formalist perspec-
tive, using it to research for a new genesis. 

These works are realized primarily
through visual elements, playing with the rem-
nants of constructivist and universalist ideas in
housing, design, science, everyday life and lin-
ked in particular to modes of exhibiting. This is
visible in the artist’s “pocket size” galleries,
screening structures or display models in which
fragments from the socialist modernist project
are presented as artworks.

The video–animation We used to call it:
Moon, (2011/2012) is a kindred work that en-
compasses a number of collages and objects used
as a background for a stop animation. Referring
to several SF literary classics such as The Inven-
tion of Morel by Adolf Bioy Cesares and From the
Earth to the Moon by Jules Verne, (which men-
tion the phenomenon and discovery of the then
unknown planet , the second moon) a series of
maps illustrates how this discovery might have
been passed on to, or omitted from, the collective
imagination and how, as an invisible catalyst, the
alleged moon might still determine our future. 

Although these interventions inhabit a
ghost-like world full of ambiguities, similar to
the We used to call it: Moon series, they also point
to possible echoes of progressive and emancipa-
tory ideas of the past. This is especially noticea-
ble in Tadić’s numerous animations, such as
Until a Breath of Air (2015) or Moving elements
(2016) that rework the tradition of the Zagreb
School of Animated Film that from the 50s have
reached international prominence. 

The highly pictorial rhythm is the main
“protagonist” in Tadić’s films. The technique of
stop-motion animation can be read as a process
that brings about both the formation and the dis-
sipation of a world.  



Marko Tadić was born in 1979 in Sisak 
(Croatia) and lives in Zagreb (Croatia). 
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